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This research discussed about Deconstruction of Characters which aimed to deconstruct a binary opposition between the main character and minor character in Moana Movie, and revealed the other side the characters that had been not important in this movie which became important because the minor characters formed a different character in Moana Movie and figure out the different character of Moana. This researcher based on Derrida’s theory about deconstruction. This research was descriptive qualitative method in revealing the data. The researcher used note taking as the instrument to get the valid data. The findings showed that every character was equal because the character could not be categorized into the main and minor character because every character had the same roles in building the story in that movie that the researcher found that the different character from Moana who was portrayed as a brave woman, never give up to gain her mission, a woman like a man and independent woman.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of background, Research questions, objectives of the study, significances of the study, and scope of the study.

A. Background

Nowadays, there are many entertainments which give us inspiration and knowledge. The entertainments give us the things that support our life to enjoy other people’s creation, one of them is literature. According to Wallek and Warrant (1976: 94), Literature is a product of author’s imagination. Learning literature can help us understand better life especially environment, culture, and value because literature represents the life, which may occur in social reality.

There are many literature products that people can enjoy such as song, novel, poem, and movie. Stamp & Raengo (2004: 81) categorized movie as a literary work because movie is a creativity of a work of art. A movie also called a film or motion picture. Moreover, Trianto (2013: 13) defines movie as a result of a creative, process of the filmmaker that combines various elements such as ideas, values ideas, value systems, and ways of life, beauty, norms, human behaviors, and technological. Movie has an important part to express a feeling and imagination of someone.

There are many things that people can analyze from the movie by using theory such as feminist, post-colonial, and semiotic, but the researcher chooses deconstruction theory. Derrida (1978:11) states that deconstruction changes a singular tradition text to a plural text as the inter text and deconstruction only admits the plural meaning. The researcher chooses deconstruction theory because it implicitly helps audiences know the meaning of the literary work.
There are many kinds of movies with different stories, genres, and fantasies. However, the researcher chooses “Moana movie” because the researcher is interested in the story of this movie. The story tells us about woman’s fighting in getting the rightness, and then Moana is a different woman. Not only that the researcher wants to show that the characters are not important (minor character) in this movie but also the importance of performing characteristic of the main character. The subsection of holy Quran as follows:

٢﴿اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺪة: ﷲﱠَ ﺷَﺪِﯾﺪُ اﻟْﻌِﻘَﺎبِ ﻋَﻠَﻰ اﻹِْﺛْﻢِ وَاﻟْﻌُﺪْوَانِ وَاﺗﱠﻘُﻮا ﷲﱠَ إِنﱠ ﺗَﻌَﺎوَﻧُﻮاﻋَﻠَﻰ اﻟْﺒِﺮﱢ وَاﻟﺘﱠﻘْﻮَىٰ وَﻻَ
﴾

Translate: And help one another in righteousness and piety, and do not help one another in sin and injustice and keep fearing Allah, indeed Allah’s punishment is severe.

In the verse above it, explains that as humans we must help with other people, because in a life when we get a problem only the other people can help us in solving the problem. In Moana movie, there are some characters, that are not prominent and not the main characters in this movie but without these characters the movie will not be like this. So the researcher would show that all the characters have a role figure in the success of Moana in achieving her mission to save the world.

The movie also supports the researcher’s analysis using the theory of deconstruction. Actually, not all Movies can be analyzed by using deconstruction, the people should really know what deconstruction is, dismantling all the sets in the real, for chosen another meaning that is unknown by anyone.

Deconstruction shows another fact in literary work not only in a real story but also another side implicitly. Therefore, the researcher is interesting in analyzing all characters in the Moana Movie. The study will show that not only the main characters have important role in this movie but also all of the characters also have it.
B. Research Question

There is a problem that the researcher wants to answer in this research. This is the problem about Deconstruction Analysis.

How are deconstruction of characters in Moana Movie?

C. Objective of the study

Based on the question above, the objective of this research is to describe deconstruction of characters in Moana Movie.

D. Significance of the study

This research aims to serve the theatrical and practical purposes. This literary research theoretically is expected to vary the knowledge in this literary critic, especially in the deconstruction approach. It can be variety and especially for the students who love studying the deconstruction. From the study, the researcher will like to show about characters in Moana movie, not only the main characters have important role in this movie but also all of the characters or minor characters also have it, because they are form a character from Moana be a independent and brave woman.

Practically, the research teaches us how to accept a difference, keep trying and believing that good intentions will give good impact as well; to think critically; and to open our eyes that we cannot life alone without help from others. As human being, we will definitely rely on others. For instance, when getting a problem, the people will need someone to help them in anyway.

E. Scope of the study

This research focuses on analyzing the characters in Moana Movie, both main characters and minor character and also looking for a different character from Moana. The
study employs Jacques Derrida’s theory to deconstruct the unimportant and ignored characters becoming an important characters in the movie.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter consists of previous finding and pertinent ideas

A. Previous Findings

There are some previous studies conducted by other researchers as follows:

Fadhilah (2010) focused on Deconstruction Analysis on Major Female Character in Film Destiny of Her Own. The researcher focuses on the analysis of the character using Jacques Derrida’s Deconstruction Theory. The study concerns on the deconstructed feminist characteristic of the major female character in A Destiny of Her Own Movie. The researcher used qualitative descriptive analysis to analyze the relationship between the main character, deconstruction, and feminism. The researcher found that Veronica is a determined woman. In another view, using deconstruction theory the study identifies some differences about Verinica characteristic which is deconstructed are decisive and independent.

Gani (2011) in his thesis entitled “Deconstructive analysis in Dr. AngSwee Chap’s perspective on the novel From Beirut to Jerusalem”. He focused on analyzing the conflict in the novel by using deconstructive analysis. On his thesis, he used descriptive qualitative method on his research. On his research, he found that there are two kinds of conflict happened in the novel. The first one is internal conflict which is the fighting between Amal (Lebanese) with Palastinewhich is
caused by provocateurs from Israel. The second one is external conflict, economical conflict. Israel wants to arrogate the land of Palastine.

Syafriany (2014), in her thesis, *Deconstruction on Feminism in Arthur Golden’s Geisha*. The study aimed to find out of the meaning of a true Geisha. The implication of this research is that, in deconstructing the text, we could use our own interpretation to describe the text itself. This research found that some meaning from a true Geisha based on the Novel. We can see that a true Geisha is very different from the prostitute. Moreover, we also can see the meaning of Geisha which is deconstructed in the Novel between the common meanings of the interpretation of Arthur as the author.

Having compared those three previous findings above, there are the similarities and the differences. The similarities between three previous findings above lie in the theory used, Deconstruction theory. While the difference of this research from the first previous finding is the movie, Fadhila (2010) analyzed Film Destiny of Her Own, while the researcher will analyze Moana movie. The second finding is that Gani (2011) focused on analyzing the conflict in the novel, while the researcher will analyze the characters in Moana movie. Besides that, Syafriany (2014) analyze the meaning of a true Geisha, while the researcher will analyze the characters that are not important in this movie became important and can be aligned as the main character not minor character.
B. Pertinent Ideas

1. Deconstruction

Derrida's critique of Western metaphysics focuses on its privileging of the spoken word over the written word. The spoken word is given a higher value because the speaker and listener are both present to the utterance simultaneously. There is no temporal or spatial distance between speaker, speech, and listener since the speaker hears himself speak at the same moment the listener does. This immediacy seems to guarantee the notion that in the spoken word we know what we mean, mean what we say, say what we mean, and know what we have said. Whether or not perfect understanding always occurs in fact, this image of perfectly self-present meaning is, according to Derrida, the underlying ideal of Western culture.

Derrida (1981:10) has termed this belief in the self-presentation of meaning "Logocentrism," from the Greek word Logos (meaning speech, logic, reason, the Word of God). Writing, on the other hand, is considered by the logocentric system to be only a representation of speech, a secondary substitute designed for use only when speaking is impossible (Ghofur, 2014:69). Writing is thus a second-rate activity that tries to overcome distance by making use of it: the writer puts his thought on paper, distancing it from himself, transforming it into something that can be read by someone far away, even after the writer's death. This inclusion of death, distance, and difference is thought to be a corruption of
the self-presence of meaning, to open meaning up to all forms of adulteration which immediacy would have prevented.

The term *deconstruction* was coined in the late 1960’s by the French philosopher Jacques Derrida (Enwald, 2004:50), then influence America around the 1970s until the 1980s. Basically, the task of deconstruction, reveal the problematic nature of discourse centered, on the part of others to dismantle metaphysics by altering the boundaries conceptually.

Norris (1987:19) defines deconstruction as a series of moves, which include the dismantling of conceptual oppositions and hierarchical systems of thought, and an unmasking of ‘aporias’ and moments of self-contradiction in philosophy. While M.A.R. Habib (2005:649) writes that deconstruction is “a way of reading, a mode of writing, and, above all, a way of challenging interpretations of texts based upon conventional notions of the stability of the human self, the external world, and of language and meaning”. It might be said that deconstruction is a way of reading texts philosophical texts with the intention of making these texts question themselves, forcing them to take account of their own contradictions, and exposing the antagonisms they have ignored or repressed.

### 2. Steps of Deconstruction

Derrida (1981:41-42) in his book *Position* states that there are two steps in deconstructing the text. First is locating an opposition, the second it to determine which side is privileged.
a. **Locating the opposition**

Deconstruction should “necessarily” operate “from the inside”. According to Derrida in Ozdemir (2014:62), there are two ways to operate from inside of the text; to point to the neglected parts in the texts and to question them and find their inconsistencies and to deal with the binary oppositions that are included in texts.

Binary opposition is the core of the structural Saussurean thought. The opposition between the signifier / signified, speech / writing, langue / parole (Ghofur, 2014:70). Derrida gives an analogy about the neglected parts of the texts and how to deconstruct them. He compares the text to architectonic structures and writes that in some texts there are “neglected” or “defective” cornerstones which need to be levered in order to be deconstructed. In other words, if someone wants to deconstruct a text, he should find some important or important parts that are neglected or ignored and question these parts from different perspectives to create alternative meanings.

b. **Determine which term is privileged**

After locating the opposition existing in the text, the next step is to determine which side is privilege. Determining the privileged term by revealing how the repressed, marginalized meaning can as well be central. For this phase of reversal is needed in order to subvert the original hierarchy of the first term over the second. But eventually, one must realize that this hierarchy is equally unstable, and surrender to the complete free play of the binary opposites in a non-hierarchical way.
This will be just like a system of triangles in which there is a series of configurations of triangles one after the other. But each so called present configuration, each group of triangles which seem to be momentarily present, has emerged out of a prior configuration and is already dissolving into a future configuration, and this play goes on endlessly. There is no central configuration that attempts to freeze the play of the system, no marginal one, no privileged one, no repressed one.

Derrida (1981:77) one needs to overturn or reverse them so they can be neutral, which gives both sides of the opposition right to represent themselves. Reversing the oppositions and giving superiority to the suppressed concept do not mean to deconstruct it because the suppressed concept would have the upper hand and thus it would mean to stay “within the closed field of these oppositions”

In order to get out of the closed fields of the binary oppositions, Derrida adds that “it must, through a double gesture, a double science, a double writing put into practice a reversal of the classical opposition and a general displacement of the system (Culler, 1988:41). The model of double writing, however, is particularly suited to certain research object, namely the deconstruction of hierarchic binary opposition that is such opposite pairings where one is seen as more valuable and fundamental than the other. Thus deconstruction is seen as a double gesture: on the one hand, deconstruction traverses a phase overturning the hierarchic binary opposition, and on other hand it displace the opposition and situates it differently by introducing a new concept (Enwald, 2004:266).
Ghofur (2014:72) sees deconstruction as a new perspective in the study of literature. The deconstruction precisely gives impetus to find anything that has not gained attention. The construction also allows doing with any intellectual exploration, without being bound by one rules that are considered universally applicable. In the deconstruction, the reading does not have to start from the beginning; it can be started from anywhere. Reading consists of several units of discourse deadlock.

Thus, Derrida firstly focuses on the binary oppositions within a text like man/woman, major/minor. Secondly, it shows how these opposites are related, how one is central, natural and privileged, the other ignored, repressed and marginalized. Thirdly, it temporarily undoes or subverts the hierarchy to make the text mean the opposite of what it originally appeared to mean. Then in the last step, both terms of the opposition are seen dancing in the free play of nonhierarchical, non-stable meanings.

Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that there are two steps in the deconstruction theory from Derrida’s perspective as follows: locating an opposition, determining which is privileged.

3. Character

According to Gill (2010: 129), main characters are figures that hold an important dominant role and high intensity in each conflict that builds a story, and they will also usually be complex and fully developed.

Jerome (2002: 360) said that the main character (or protagonist) is not only
at the center of the action, but also the chief object of the play wright’s (and the reader’s or audience’s) concern. Defining of the character of the protagonist sometimes by comparison with a competitor or antagonist often becomes the consuming interest of the play, and the action seems to be designed to illustrate, or clarify, or develop that character sometimes make him or her complex, unfathomable, mysterious being.

The character is the person playing in the story. It is often the author her or himself and person that author knows. The character is divided into six types; it follows round character which is capable to surprise the reader because of development of characteristic. In contrast, flat character is the character which is incapable of surprising the reader because there is no change of characteristic. Moreover, the two characters are the major and minor character. Major character includes protagonist and antagonist who take very important position in the story while minor character who doesn’t really important but has definite function in the story. The other two characters are active and static character that are similar to round and flat character. Active character changed because of what happen in plot while statics unchanged (Gordon &Kuehner, 1999:97).

In habit a story, Abraham (1971:20) stated that character is as a literary genre: short, and usually witty, sketch in prose of a distinctive type of person. Additionally Bowen (1983:45) defined character as an imagined person who, the term “creation of character” is misleading.

Character as the actor of the story can be categorized into several types depending on where we are in terms of categorizing. In terms of the role, character
in the story can be divided into a mayor character and a minor character (Lethbridge, 2012:113). The main character is the highlight point in the story, almost in every part story main character always showed. In other words, the main character is person or thing that is most often told in a storyline. Additional character who is simply told in certain parts, because told not means additional characters do not have a role in the story. Usually additional character has been linked with the main character, either direct or indirect linkage.

The distinctions between the main character and the additional protagonist and antagonist are often combined, so that it becomes the protagonist of main character, minor character of protagonist, the main characters of antagonist, and etc (Nurgiyantoro, 2002: 181). In the drama, the characters live out a story without any comments of the author, providing the audience a direct presentation of characters’ life experiences which called characterization.

Characterization is a literary device that is used step by step in literature to highlight and explain the details about a character in a story. It is in the initial stage where the writer introduces the character with noticeable emergence and then following the introduction of the character, the writer often talks about his behavior; then as the story progresses, the thought-process of the character. The next stage involves the character expressing his opinions and ideas and getting into conversations with the rest of the characters. The final part shows how others in the story respond to the character’s personality.
4. Movie

A movie is also called a film or motion picture. According to Trianto (2013:13), movie is a result of creative process of the film often find ourselves trying to associative with what we see and search for similarities between these character and ourselves. They can develop our progress to consider thing morally.

Movie is one of audiovisual mass media. It series of motion images with sounds and colors. Movie carries something to share and it is projected. Movie is a part of media which remains quite capable of either producing worthy products or pondering to society’s worst, desires, prejudices, and stereotypes (Campbell, Martin, and Fabos, 2005:8).

Movie can be defined as any motion pictures, cinema, and fictional movie. In other words, movie is a moving picture, it was the most culturally influential and significant medium of the 20th century as the 20th dawns. Now, new technologies have helped to expand the development of the movie (Manguel, 2004: 2).

Movies are culture artifacts created by specific culture which reflects those cultures. Movie is considered as an important art form. A source of popular entertainment and a powerful medium for educating or indoctrinating citizens. Some movie have become worldwide attractions by using dabbling a subtitle that translates to dialogue, (Pramaggiora and Wallis, 2005:1).

According to Hu (2006: 48), movies provide both audio and visual materials that help the students understand the language more easily. While, according to Larsen (2010:1) a movie or motion picture is an image of living human. A story conveyed with moving images. It is produced by recording and photography images with cameras, or by creating images by
using animation techniques or visual effects. The process of film making has developed into an art form and industry.

In conclusion, movie is one of the literary works, audio visual mass media in the form of moving pictures produced by a director which has a very great literary value. The movie is played by a number of players as the most important element in producing fantastic works. Several films in production use subtitle to make easy the audience understand the dialogue played by the actor or artist.

5. Moana Movie

Moana is a 2016 American 3D computer animated musical fantasy comedy adventure film produced by Walt Disney Animation Studios and released by Walt Disney Picture. Moana was released Academy Award nominate theatrically in the United States on November 23rd 2016 in Disney Digital. Moana movie received two Academy Awards nominations at the 89th Academy Awards: best Animated Feature and Best Original Song.

On a mystic Island off Oceania in the South Pacific, young princess Moana Waialiki is the feisty teenage daughter of the chief of her tribe, and the only daughter in a long line of navigators. When her family needs her help, she sails off across the open Pacific ocean on an epic adventure to save her people. Joined by the energetic, less that humble once powerful demigod Maui, Moana determines to prove herself a master way finder and to fulfill her ancestors’ unfinished quest. Along the way, she discovers her own identify on the mission, which also pits her against impossible odds and enormous monsters.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter described the method applied, data collection process, and the instrument used. Additionally, the procedure of the data and the technique of data analysis were covered.

A. Research Method

In this research, the researcher used descriptive method. Descriptive qualitative method concerned with describing the characters of a particular individual, or of a group situation (Khotari, 2005:37). According to Creswell (2003:30), descriptive qualitative method intended to describe everything that related to the topic of the study. The data was analysed of characters in Moana Movie used Deconstruction theory by Jacques Derrida.

B. Data Source

The sources of data was from ‘Moana Movie’. The movie was published in 2016. Duration of the movie was 120 minutes

C. Research Instrument

In the data collection, the researcher used note taking as the instrument of the research. According to Hartley (2002: 2) note taking is an effective information processing tool that commonly used both in daily life and in many profession. The researcher used note taking to make notes so that it could write down the finding from the source of data.

D. Data collection procedure

There were some stages that conducted by the researcher in analyzed the data as follows:
1. Watching the movie five times in this case, the researchers paid much attention in the characters in Moana Movie. The researcher would watched it five times because five times was a reasonable time for the researcher to get the data in order to answer the research question.

2. The researcher read the script of Moana Movie.

3. The researcher identified the characters in Moana Movie.

4. Identifying the data that could be put as a data of each deconstruction of characters in Moana Movie.

5. After finding and classifying all the data, the researcher concluded it as a certain data of the research.

E. Data Analysis Procedure

The researcher focused in characters in Moana Movie in order to find the answers of the problems. Procedure and technique that the researcher would take as follows:

1. Applying the theory to answer the research question.
2. Drawing the conclusion based on the result analysis

F. Technique of Data Analysis

The researcher analyzed data to know the characters in Moana Movie. Furthermore, the researcher used Deconstruction theory by Jacques Derrida to deconstruct the characters in Moana Movie. There were two steps in deconstruction theory from Derrida’s perspective as follows: locate opposition and determine was privileged.
CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

The research analyzed the characters in Moana Movie. The researcher used Jacques Derrida’s deconstruction in analyzing the character to reveal the opposition from what the researcher had showed in the research.

A. Findings

This part presented the result of data analysis of characters deconstruction in Moana Movie based on Deconstruction Theory. In order to deconstruct the characters, the researcher was firstly to find out the opposition and the privilege of the characters, and then overturn it to get the new concept of meaning that often ignored in a text.

Based on the theory of Derrida, the researcher found the deconstruction of the character that was formulated as follows:

1. Father

Datum 1: Educate Moana became a leader

Father: come on, there are something I need to show you. I've wanted to bring you here from the moment you opened your eyes. This is a scared place, place of chiefs. There will be a time when you will stand on this peak and place a stone on this, like I did, like my father did, and his father, and every chief that has ever been and on that day when your add your stone you will raise this whole island hanger. You are the future of our people Moana they are not out there
but they are right here. Now it’s time to be who they need you to be. (Moana Movie, D.1)

The conversation above described between Moana and her father. Moana's father was a chief in Motunui. The leadership would be replaced by Moana. The character possessed by Moana was undone by her father, Moana was a brave woman, obstinate ad fast-paced in solving problems. Moana was become chief when she was 16 years old, the first woman to a chief in the village. People believe that Moana can lead Motunui village because she was different from others. Although Moana is a woman but she has a high leadership character that was attested by a chief, so Moana was indeed worthy of being a chief in the Motunui.

**Datum 2: Educated Moana be a smart girl**

Inhabitant : It’s the haves, this morning. I was husking the coconut
Moana : well, we should clear the diseased trees and we will start a new grove,
There!
Inhabitant : thanks moana, she’s doing great.
Father : This suits you

Even though living in the isolated village, there was no teacher could teach her, the condition didn’t make Moana stupid. She always studied from people around her and also her father always taught Moana to be a smart, made quick decisions on solved a problems. This was her father taught to Moana become a smart woman.

**Datum 3: Always helped people**
Moana: *We can stop the darkness, save our island!* There is a cavern of boats. Huge canoes. We can take them, find Maui make him restore the heart we were voyages, we can voyage again. *Dad, you tell me to help our people. This is how we help our people* Dad! What are you doing?

Father: I should have burned those boats a long time ago!

Moana: No! Don’t! We have find Maui we have to restore TeFiti’s heart.

Father: There is no heart! This is just a rock (angry)

No: No

Her father also always said to Moana that when there were people who need help so we must help them. At that time the island got a problem that was the occurrence of a darkness.

One day there was a problem in her village, there was someone steal TeFiti’s heart and it made her island was darkness, Moana has a desire to return TeFiti’s heart in a way across the ocean but her father prohibited Moana because it was dangerous for herself. Moreover she is a woman and there was a regulation from chief that there was no someone to cross the ocean. Moana didn’t care what her father said, she against her father and broke the regulation from the chief.
2. Mother

Datum 4: Always advise Moana

Moana was a girl who liked to play at sea, she wanted to feel how to sail by boat but her father forbade her to sail. Moana was a stubborn girl, if she has to do the thing that she would do. Even though she resisted what her father had said but there was mother who always advised Moana and talked to Moana. It’s because totally for Moana’s kindness.

Her mother was the one who always gave understanding to Moana when she and her father quarreled, the mother said that what was forbidden by her father because her father wanted to protect Moana. Her father was afraid of a dangerous to Moana when crossing the ocean.

Mother : well, it’s not like you said it in front of your dad, standing on boat
Moana : I didn’t say go beyond the reef because I want to be on the ocean.
Mother : but you still do, He’s hard on you because
Moana : because he doesn’t get me.
Datum 5: Support Moana to across the ocean

Crossing the ocean with whatever necessary, Moana was encouraged herself to go. Although it was so dangerous for herself, and she was woman. It was made Moana different from other women.

When wanting to sail across the ocean to restore TeFiti's heart, her mother was suddenly came to Moana to give her blessing. Her mother allowed Moana to go, and beside that mother also helped Moana prepared everything that would be taken when sailing such as food and other necessities.

3. Grandmother

Datum 6: Told to Moana that her ancestors was a voyager
Grandma: *the answer to the question you keep asking yourself who you are meant you be go inside. Bang the drum and find out.*

Moana: *We are voyagers, we are voyagers, why would we stop!*

The conversation above was Moana between her grandmother. Moana was always looking for what unknown by herself, there was something that distracted to her heart why her father forbade Moana across the ocean. Until one day her grandmother told Moana that her ancestor and Moana's father wasasailor. A very great sailor.

Finally Moana kneweverything from her grandmother. This was what made Moana happy to have found his true identity. She believed that she could cross the ocean and brought TeFiti’s heart back. In addition, Moana also wantedto continue the tradition of the people in Motunui Island. Across the ocean and reused the boat kept by her father a few years ago.

**Datum 7: Support Moana to safe the island**

Grandma: *But, one day someone will journey beyond our reef find Maui deliver him across the great ocean. To restore the heart of the Fiti. I was there that the ocean chose you.*

Grandma always gave Moana a boost, grandmother say that one day, there was someone crossing the sea to restore the heart of TeFiti, and that was Moana. The oceans had chosen Moana to stop the darkness happening on the island.
Besides that, Moana believed that she could do it. However, she was a woman but she could return back calmness for her island. Her grandmother always gave a motivation or support to Moana.

Datum 8: Support moana to across the ocean

Grandma : Go!
Moana : Grandma
Grandma : Go!
Moana : Not now, I can’t
Grandma : You must go! The ocean choose you. Follow the fish hook.

When her grandmother was agony, her grandmother called Moana. She said that Moana should go looking for Moui and restored the heart of TeFiti. Grandmother was convinced that Moana could do that, grandmother always believed in Moana's ability. Although this was the first time Moana might cross the ocean, a dangerous journey.

The strong feeling that Moana had when her grandmother was agony than she should leave her because Moana has promised with her grandmother that she should return TeFit’s heart. Her grandmother also said Moana has to go for saving the village because only Moana could do it.
4. Moui

Datum 9: Help Moana to resist Kakamora

Moana: Ocean, do something! **Help me**

Moui: The Ocean doesn’t help you. **You help yourself.** Tight the Halyard. **Bind the stays**. Hmm you can’t sail?

In restoring the heart of TeFiti, there were many of the obstacles that might be passed by Moana. For instance, fighting with Kakamora. Moui who helped Moana to fight Kakamora and them also got through it.

Moana’s bravery resist a Kakamora was proof that Moana didn’t a weak woman. She could protect herself even though she is a woman. In this picture also described that Moana reclaimed the heart that had been stolen by Kakamora.

Datum 10: Teach moana to sail in the ocean

Moana: **Ocean, do something! Help me**

Moui: **The Ocean doesn’t help you. You help yourself.** Tight the Halyard. **Bind the stays**. Hmm you can’t sail?

In restoring the heart of TeFiti, there were many of the obstacles that might be passed by Moana. For instance, fighting with Kakamora. Moui who helped Moana to fight Kakamora and them also got through it.

Moana’s bravery resist a Kakamora was proof that Moana didn’t a weak woman. She could protect herself even though she is a woman. In this picture also described that Moana reclaimed the heart that had been stolen by Kakamora.
Moana: *Teach me to sail me, my job is delivered maui across the Great Ocean. I should, I should be sailing*

Moui: *It’s called way finding princess, and it’s not just sails and knots. It’s seeing where you’re going in your mind, knowing where you are, by knowing where you’ve been.*

The first experience across the ocean made Moana didn’t really know how to sail. Moreover, she was also never taught by her father because her father thought she is a woman and couldn’t sail because it could be dangerous for her. But Moana opposed what her father said. Moana proved that not only men can cross the ocean but also women could do it.

Across the ocean and never learn how to sail. Moana asked to Moui to help and teach her. Moui also taught Moana correctly, so Moana already knew how to sail. Moreover, Moana had a dream becoming a great sailor like her ancestors.

**Datum 11: Help Moana to resist Tomato**

Moana: *this is stupid, I’m just gonna walk up and get it.*

Moui: *you go up there, he will kill you just stick to the plant oh, when he shows up. Keep him distracted. Make him talk about himself. He loves bagging about how great he is.*

Moana: *You two must get along swell.*

The middle of the journey to get a hook, Moana had met with Monster Tomatoa. Moana met the monster and fight with him, Moana was arrested by Tomatoa. Moui helped Moana and got away from Tomatoa.
Datum 12: Help Moana to return the Fiti’s heart and resist the monster (Teka)

Moana : Moui, you are come back? But your hook, one more hit and...
Moui : TeKa gotta catch me first. I got your back, chosen one. Go save the world
Moana : Maui, thankyou

To restore the heart of TeFiti Moana might fight Teka. Teka was a very dangerous lava monster. Moana fell pessimistic and unable to resist Teka. At the time Moui fight with Teka, Moui also came to help Moana.

Moana was a brave woman, she was a great woman. Not all women were like Moana. Moana could defeat all the monsters that would hamper her mission. But she believed that she could beat them. Finally, Moana successful to restore TeFiti’s heart and the darkness was gone. Now it had turned into happiness.

Datum 13: Moana is different from other princess
Moui: It’s called way finding princess, and it’s not just sails and nots. It’s seing where you’re going in your mind knowing where you are, by knowing where you’ve been.

Moana : Okay, first, I am nota princess. I am daughter of the chief

Moui : same different.

Moana : no!

Moui : if you wear a dress. And you have animal’s sidekick. You are a princess. You are not a way finder. You will never be a way finder.

From the dialogues above the researcher found that Moana was different from another Disney princess who appeared to reflect behavioral changes in toward race, gender, and treatment of minorities.

Moana wasn’t a blond princess living in a palatial palace, wearing a dress that swept the floor, shimmering with a crown over her head, surrounded by members of the royal family and the figure of a handsome prince. Moana assumed that she was different from other Disney Princess, Moana was portrayed as a brave, unique and ambitious woman to realize a dream or her mission to save her Island from the darkness.

Moana

Datum 14 : Moana is a brave woman

Moana : Ocean, do something! Help me
Moui: The Ocean doesn’t help you. You help yourself. Tight the Halyard. Bind the stays. Hmm you can’t sail?

Moana: I am self-taught.

Moui told them to tighten the rope, but Moana could not do it. Moui said that you cannot sail? Moana said that she was self-taught. This is Moana's first experience sailing across the ocean. Good intentions to save the island did not make Moana sad because she has not really know how to sail she kept trying.

Moana shows us that not only men can cross the ocean but women can do that too. Moana also points out that woman can do just about anything.

Moui: we are dead soon
Moana: can you at least try? All right, break time’s over
Moui: Why are you going to give me a speech. Tell me I can beat TeKa cause I am Maui

Moana was gave a mission and all the exciting adventures, it's like showing how Moana is the parable of a woman's voice today. How woman could be gave the responsibility and got the job done, not just helped other people's work. This was how Moana's power is narrative, how she was depicted so strongly and could behave as Maui as a man.
Moana was the woman in charge of her work. Not as easy to give up as Moui. The man who has this great body was not convinced that they can fight Teka (Monster Larva) but Moana's strong faith makes Moui want to accompany her against Teka.

B. Discussion

In this case, the common in which the researcher took was: The main character was considered more important than the minor characters. The minor character was generally flat, stereotypical and not of central importance to the plot. The researcher found that the minor characters also had important role as a main character in the movie, and also found a different character from Moana as main character in the movie. Moana is a woman but had a character like a man.

Derrida (1981:42) in his book *Position* stated that there were two steps in deconstructing the text. First was locating an opposition and determine which side is privileged.

The first step of deconstruction analysis was locating the opposition. It is obvious there was an opposition in the movie. The researcher took Moana as main character while Father, mother, grandmother and Moui were minor character. Moana was the daughter of Chief Tui, the chief of her village. From childhood, Moana was very interested in the legends and myths that had spread across the islands of the South Pacific since ancient times. Grandmother argued that Moana was destined to wade through the ocean and repeat the islands as her ancestor. The more she grew up, the more determined Moana to leave her village and search her identity. Moana was a brave girl to save her island from the darkness. She was willing to encounter a very dangerous ocean to refresh TeFiti's heart.
Father was depicted as a tough figure, he was the chief of Motunui village, he always educated Moana to be a leader. Father also disagreed when Moana across the ocean because it is dangerous for her. Father wanted Moana to become chief.

Mother’s character in this film was a kind heart, patient and soft. She always gave support to whatever was done by Moana. Grandmother’s character, grandmother is portrayed as a good figure, firm, and encourages Moana to be a great sailor just like her ancestors. And the last was Moui, he had a big body, arrogant but had a good heart. Moui was who helped Moana across the ocean to restore TeFiti’s heart. Researcher found that the opposition in this case between Moana was described as a Main character and Father, mother, grandmother, and Moui as Minor character.

After locating the opposition, the second step was to determine a privilege. From the characters described, the researcher had to find out which characters were privileges. (D.1), (D.2), (D.3) showed that father’s character has an important role to Moana in this movie. Father who educated Moana about leadership, and then Moana become a chief in her village. In addition, her father also gave spirit to Moana to always help people who get into trouble. Her father also forbade Moana to cross the ocean, Father said that no one can cross the ocean and it had become a rule, especially Moana was a woman and her age was still very young. Even though Moana had been forbidden by her father to cross the ocean, she still went and did not care what her father said. Moana wanted to prove she could though she was a woman.

(D.4) and (D.5) showed that her mother always supported Moana, when Moana quarreled with her father, her mother became a tranquilizer for Moana and always gave advice to Moana that she could be a strong and patient woman. Her mother also supported Moana to cross the ocean to restore TeFiti’s heart, she believed in her ability that she could do it.
(D.6), (D.7), (D.8) showed that her grandmother has a role figure in this movie. Grandmother told to Moana that her ancestor was a sailor. It was then that Moana realized that there was something that made her like of the ocean, and she longed to cross the ocean. Moana had discovered her identity from her grandmother. Not only that, her grandmother also who always supported Moana to cross the ocean. Giving support to Moana that there would come someone who would cross the ocean restore the heart of TeFiti and stop the darkness that happened in Motunui Village.

(D.9), (D.10), (D.11), (D.12) described that Moui also had a role figure in this Movie because Moui who accompanied Moana crossing the ocean to restore the hearts of Tefiti, beside that Moui also helped Moana fight against some evil monsters like Kakamora, Tomatoa and Teka. Moui also taught Moana how to sail properly, because this was the first time Moana sailing and never learnt from the people around because forbidden from her father, and helped from Moui so that Moana could manage to restore the heart of TeFiti and finally the Island where she lived it had been spared from the darkness.

(D.13) described that Moana was different from other princess Disney. Moana was not a blond princess living in a palatial palace, wearing a beautiful dress that swept on the floor, didn’t wait a handsome prince. Moana was broke down stigma of a princess who had long been embedded from other Disney fans. Moana assumed that she was different, Moana was portrayed as a brave, unique and never give up to realize her mission.

In conclusion, the main and minor character was also having its own role in the movie, if the minor character was gone, they would not be the main character and if the minor character was missing, the story would not be complete. Deconstruction analysis found out the neglected term and the marginalized term that ignored by the audience, then bring it to the surface so the audience not only just focus on the central meaning of a text like the main character but also focus on all of the characters in the movie. So every part of the text
was important and deconstruction erased all the opposition such, main- minor character border and came up with the new concept that all character consisted of main and minor character had a same important role in building the story, and then deconstruction found a different meaning from the text. In this research, the researcher found that there was different character from Moana as a main character. It did not have from other women such as being a chief, crossing the ocean, fighting with some monster when she returned TeFitis’s heart, and sailing in the ocean. Moana showed that not only man can do that but also woman can do it too. The important that we believed our self, brave and never give up.

The difference of this research from the previous finding in the movie, Fadhila (2010) analyzed Film Destiny of Her Own, while the researcher was analyze Moana movie. Gani (2011) focused on analyzing the conflict in the novel, while the researcher analyze the characters in Moana movie. Besides that, Syafriany (2014) analyze the meaning of a true Geisha, while the researcher was analyze the characters that was not important in this movie became important and can be aligned as the main character not minor character and then found a different character from Moana that not have from other women. The similarities between previous findings related to the theory that was used in this case, Deconstruction theory by Jaques Derrida.

The novelty of this research among the others were the researcher analysis a different character from Moana, Moana was a brave and independent woman. She brave across the ocean by herself. Not only that, but Moana became a chief when she was sixteen years old in her village. Besides that, the researcher also analyzed that the minor character in this movie such us Father, Mother, Grandmother, and Moui had important role in the movie because they formed a Moana’s character being a brave and independent women.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

After analyzing the research findings and the discussion in the preceding chapter, conclusion and suggestion were taken. The conclusion was drawn based on the formulated research question, while suggestion was intended to give information to the next researchers who are interested in doing further researchers in this area.

A. Conclusions

After analyzing the data, the researcher concluded the result of the research that Deconstruction analysis in “Moana Movie” created between the main character and minor character. The main character in this movie was Moana. She had a different character from other women, Moana was a brave and independent women. She brave across the ocean by herself. Moana became a chief when she was sixteen in her village. Moana proved that something should be done by man can be done by women too. Moana was also different from another Disney princess. Moana had broken down the stigma of a princess who had long been embedded from other Disney fans. Moana assumed that she was different, Moana was portrayed as a brave, unique and never give up to realize her mission.

Besides that, the researcher concluded that the minor characters in this movie such as Father, Mother, Grandmother, and Moui had been important role in the movie because they formed a Moana’s character be a brave and independent women. We can not ignore the characters although these characters did not always appear in the story. No matter how small the role of character in the story, they
still an important took part in building the story. If one of the characters removed, it would gave new possibilities that would change the flow the story.

B. Suggestion

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher has some suggestions:

1. The researcher suggested for the next researcher who will make the similar research about deconstruction can use the others topics to be analyzed.

2. The researcher recommended that the readers can analyze the other types of literary work. For example, the conflict deconstruction, analysis of sociology of literature, structural analysis, etc.

3. The researcher hoped that through this thesis, the reader is able to know more about characterization and the deconstruction of the character like shown in literary work such as novel, drama, prose, poetry, etc.

4. Finally the researcher suggested for the students of English and Literature department who want to analyze the other aspect of literary work by using deconstruction, so the other are able to know other aspect of deconstruction represented in literary work.
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MOANA MOVIE

Grandma: In the beginning, there was only ocean until the Mother Island emerged. Te Fiti her heart held the greatest power ever known. It could create life itself, and Te Fiti share it with the world. But in time some began to seek Te Fiti’s heart. They believed if they could possess it. They great power of creation would be theirs and one day the most daring of it all voyaged across they vast ocean to take it. He was a demigod of the wind and sea. He was a warrior, a trickster. A shapeshifter who could change form. With the power of his magical fish hook and his name was Maui. But without her heart Te Fiti began to crumble giving birth to a temble darkness. Maui tried to escape but was confronted by another who sought the heart the name is Te Ka. A demon of earth and fire. Maui was struck from the sky never to be seen again and his magical fish hook and the heart of Te Fiti were last to the ocean. Where even how 1000 years letter Te Ka and the demons of the deep still hunt for the heart. Hiding in a darkness that will continue to spread chasing away our fish drying the life from island after island until every one of usis devoured by the blood thirsty jaws of inescapable death! but one day the heart will be found by someone who will journey beyond our reef find Maui. Deliver him across the great ocean to restore Te Fiti’s heart and save us all.

Father: ok, ok, ok thankyou mother, that’s enough.
Moana: Father
Father: No one goes outside the reef. We are safe here. There is no darkness and there is no monster.
Children: Monster (cry)
Father: There is no monster, no monster. It’s the darkness. No, there is nothing beyond our reef but storm and rough seas
Children: I am gonna throw up.
Father: As long as we stay on our very safe island we will be fine.
Grandma: The legend are true someone will have to go.
Father: Mother, Motunui is a paradise, who want to go anywhere else?

Moana playing in the sea

Father: Moana, there you are moana, what are you doing? You scared me.
Moana: Why? I wanna’s go back.
Father: I know, I know but you don’t go out there. It’s dangerous, Moana come on. Let’s back to the village.
Father: You are the next great chief of our people and you will do Wondrous things may little minnow
Father: Oh yes, but first you must learn where you’re meant to be.
Moana: Dad, I was only looking at the boats I wasn’t gonna get on’em
Father: come on, there are something I need to show you. I’ve wanted to bring you here from the moment you opened your eyes. This is a scared place, place of chiefs. There will be come a time when you will stand on this peak and place a stone on this, like I did, like my father did, and his father, and every chief that has ever been and on that day when your add your stone you will raise this whole island higher. You are the future of our people moana they are not out there but they are right here. Now it’s time to be who they need you to be.

Inhabitant: It’s the harvest, this morning. I was husking the coconut and...

Moana: well, we should clear the diseased trees and we will start a new grove, there!

Inhabitant: thanks moana, she’s doing great.

Father: This suits you

Inabitant II: Chief? There is something you need to see. Our traps in the east lagoo they’re pulling up less and less fish.

Moana: Then we’ll rotate the fishing grounds.

Inhabitant: Uh, we have, there’s no fish.

Moana: Oh, then we’ll fish the far side of the island.

Inhabitant: We tried.

Moana: the wind wards side?

Inhabitant: and the leeward side, the shallows tried the the channel, we are tried the whole lagoon. They are just gone.

Father: have you tried using different bait?

Inhabitant: I don’t think it’s the bit. There is no fish. It seem like, it’s getting worse and worse. Of course, I understand you have reason for concern

Chief: I will talk to the council, I am sure we...

Moana: What if we fish beyond the reef.

Father: No! no ones goes beyond the reef.

Moana: I know, but if there are no fish in the lagoon

Father: Moana! And there’s a whole aceon, we have one rule.

Moana: An old rule when there were fish.

Father: but the rule that keeps us safe.

Moana: but dad, I...

Father: Instead of endangering our people so you can right back to the water. Every time I think you’re past this no one goes beyond the reef.

Mother: well, it’s not like you said it in front of your dad, standing on a boat.

Moana: I didn’t say go beyond the reef because I want to be on the ocean.

Mother: but you still do, He’s hard on you because

Moana: because he doesn’t get me.

Mother: because he was you, drawn to the ocean, down by the shore. He took canoe, Moana, he crossed the reef and found an unforgiving sea, waves like mountains. His best friend bigger to be on that boat. Your dad couldn’t save him. He is hoping he can save you sometimes who we wish we were what we wish we could do it’s just not meant to be.
Moana: We are oke Pua (names of her pig) I can do this. There’s more fish beyond the reef. Not so bad.
Grandma: Whatever just happened, blame it on the pig.
Moana: Are you gonna tell dad?
Grandma: I’m his mom. I don’t have to tell him anything
Moana: He was right, about going out there. It’s time to put my stone on the mountain
Grandma: Okay, well then, head on back put the stone
Moana: Why, aren’t you trying to talk me out of it ?
Grandma: you said that’s what you wanted
Moana: It is
Grandma: when I die. I am going to come back as one of these
Moana: why are acting weird?
Grandma: I am the village crazy lady that my job.
Moana: If there’s something you want to tell me. Just tell me
Grandma: is there something you want to hear. You’ve been told all or people’s stories but one.
Moana: What is the place
Grandma: Do you really think our ancestors stayed within the reef.
Moana: What’s in there ?
Grandma: the answer to the question you keep asking yourself who are you meant you be go inside. Bang the drum and find out.
Moana: We are voyagers 3x why would we stop!
Grandma: Maui, when he stole from the mother island darkness fell. Te Ka awoke. Monster larked and boats stopped coming back to protect our people the ancient chiefs forbid voyaging and now we have forgotten who we are and the darkness has continued to spread chasing away our fish, draining the life from island to the island.
Moana: Our Island!
Grandma: But, one day someone will journey beyond our reef find Maui deliver him across the great ocean. To restore the heart of the Fiti. I was there that the ocean chose you.
Moana: I thougt it was a drem.
Grandma: Nope ! Our ancestors believed Maui lies there at the bottom of his hook follow it, and you will find them
Moana: but why would it choose me ? I don’t even kow how to make it pass reef. But I know who does it.
Inhabitant: the crops are turning black. What about the fish. This is happening all over the island
Chief: Please, lease settle down.
Inhabitant: What are you going to do?
Chief: we will dig new fields, we will find a way to.
Moana: We can stop the darkness, save our island ! there is a cavern of boats. Huge canoes. We can take them, find Maui make him restore the heart
We were voyages, we can voyage again. Dad, you tell me to help our people. This is how we help our people Dad! What are you doing?

Father: I should have burned those boats a long time ago!
Moana: No! Don’t! We have to find Maui we have to restore the heart.
Father: There is no heart! This is just a rock (Angry)
Moana: No!!!
Inhabitant: Chief, it’s your mother!
Chief: Mother, what can be done?
Grandma: Go!
Moana: Grandma
Grandma: Go!
Moana: Not now, I can’t
Grandma: You must! The ocean choose you. Follow the fish hook
Moana: Grandma
Grandma: and when you find Maui yau grab him by the ear, you say “I am Moana of Motunui” you will board my boat sail across the sea and restore the heart of Te Fiti.
Moana: Okay, next stop. Maui

**DRAWN AND SOVERED**

Moana: Ocean, can I get a little help? No... Nosp.. please help me. Umm, What, I said help me, and we are doing my boat, not helping fisher in your all day, so (angry)
Moana: Maui demigod of the wind and sea.
Maui: Boat, a boat, the Gods have given me a...
Moana: Moui, shapeshifter, demigod of the wind, and sea. I am of moana.
Moui: Hero of man
Moana: What?
Moui: It’s actually, Maui shapeshister demigod of the wind and sea hero of men. I interrupted from the top hero of men.
Moana: Eh I...
Moui: Sorry, sorry, sorry, and women. Men and women, bath, all not a guy, girl thing. You know. Moui is a hero to all you’re doing a great.
Moana: What? No, I’m here to.
Moui: Of course, yes, yes Moui always has time for his fans when you use a bird to write with it’s calling tweeting. I know, not everyday you get a chance to meet you hero.
Moana: You are not my hero, and I’m not here so you can sign my oar! I’m here cause you stole the heart of the Fiti and you will board my boat and sail across the sea and put it back.
Moui: Yeah, it most sounded like you don’t like me which is imposibble because I’m stuck here for 1.000 years trying to get the heart as a gift for you mortals so you could have the power to create life itself. Yeah, so, what I believe go were trying to say is thankyou.
Moana: Thankyou?
Moui: You’re welcome.
Moana: What? no, no, no. I didn’t I wasn’t why would I ever say that.
Moui: Okay okay
Moana: Hey, let me out! you lying, slimy soon a…
Moui: no. I’m not going to the Fiti with some kid. I am going to get my hook. You have yours and I’m not Moui without mine. Okay, talk to the back, boat snack. Good riddance, you filthy pile of pebbles. I could watch that all day, okay enjoy the island, Moui out.

Moana: no, stop, hey I you have to put back the heart.
Moui: did not see that coming.
Moana: I am moana of Motunui this is my conre and you will journey to.
Moui: all right, get over it, we gotta move, and she is back.
Moana: what is your problem? are afraid of it?
Moui: No… no… I am not afraid. Stay out of it, or you’re sleeping in my arm. You stop it, that is not a heart, it is a course, the second I took it I got blasted out the sky and I lost my hook get it away from me.
Moana: Get is away?
Moui: hey, hey, hey! I am demigod, okay? stop it. I will smite you. Listen, that thing doesn’t give you power to create life. It’s a homing beacon of death. If you can pit it a way, bad thing are gonna come fot it.
Moana: come for this? the heart? you mean this heart right here? don’t you can’t raise your voice like that! come and get it!
Moui: you are gonna get us killed!
Moana: No, I’m gonna get us o te Fiti, so you can put is back. Thankyou.
Moui: Kakamora (Monster) musdering little pirates wonder what they’re here
Moana: they are kinda cute. Ocean, do something! help me
Moui: They ocean doesn’t help you. You help your self. Righten the halyard. Bind the stays you can sail?
Moana: I am selftaught. Can’t you shapeshift or something?
Moui: do you see my hook? No magic hook, no magic powers.
Moana: Their boat is turning into more boats. Yep, I just did that. They took the hears.

Mau: that’s a chicken.
Moana: the heart is in the we have to get him back.
Moana: Maui, there, right there. You turning? what are you doing
Moui: Escaping
Moana: the heart
Moui: forget it, you will never get it back. Beside, you got a better one. Hei… what I am gonna steer with? they are just gonna kill you? Moana Coconuts. Got it! Yeah, we did it. Congratulations on not being dad gitlie, you surprise me but I am still no taking that thing back. You wanna get to the Fiti you gotta go through a whole ocean of bad no to mention to TeKa, monster lava ever defeat a lava monster?
Moana: No, have you?
Moui: I am not going on suicide mission with some mortal. You can’t restore the heart without me, and me says no. I am getting my hook.
Moana: You would be a herp. That’s what you’re all about, right.
Moui: Little girl, I am a hero,
Moana: maybe you were, but now you’re just the guy who stole the heart of Fiti. They guy who cursed the world you’re no one’s hero.
Moui: No one?
Moana: but put this back save the world you would be everyone’s hero. Moui you’re so amazing.
Moui: we’d never make it without my hook not past Te Ka.
Moana: then we get your hook, we get your hook. Take out TeKa, restore the heart unless you don’t wanna be. Moui demigod of the wind and sea hero to all.
Moui: First, we get my hook, the save the world deal? worth a shot. Ok we go east, to the lair of Tomatoa. If anyone has my hook, it’s that beady eyed bottom feeder Moana. Teach me to sail me, my job is delivered maui across the great ocean. I should, I should be sailing.
Moui: It’s called way finding princess, and it’s not just sails and knots. It’s seeing where you’re going in your mind, knowing where you are, by knowing where you’ve been.
Moana: Okay, first, I am not a princess. I am a daughter of the chief
Moui: same different.
Moana: No!!!
Moui: If you wear a dress. And you have an animals sidekick. You’re a princes You are not a wayfinder, you will never be a wayfinder. Lesson one, hit it.
Moui: Pull the sheet, not the sheet you’re measuring the start, not giving they sky a hig. If the current a warin you are going the right way.
Moana: It’s cold, wait it’s getting warmer ahh! That is disgusting! What is wrong with u?
Moana: we are have, see told you I could do it!
Moui: Enjoy your beauty rest, you know a real wayfinder never sleeps so the actually where they need to go. Musde up, butter cup, we’re here you’re sure this guy’s gonna have your hook, Tomatoa? He is scavenger, collects stuff, thinks it trust me. My hook is the coolest collectible.
Moana: And he lives up there?
Moui: No, no that just the entrance to Lalotai
Moana: Lalotai, real of monster. We’re going to the real of monsters us? No me. You gonna stay here with the others chicken, that wjat I’m thinking about gimme some. Come on. That was a good one how do you not get it. I called her a chicken, there’s a chicken on te board. I know she’s human, but that’s not the, you know what? Forget it. I am not explaining it to you cause then it’s not funny.
Moui: so. Daughter of the chiefs. I thought you stayed in the village. Hey I’m just trying to understand why your people decided to send how do I phrase this? You?

Moana: my people didn’t send me, the ocean did.

Moui: The ocean, make sense. You are what, eight? can’t sail? obvious choice.

Moana: it chose me for a reason

Moui: if the ocean’s so smart, why didn’t it just take the heart back to te Fiti Self? or bring my hook. The ocean’s straight up kooky dooks. But I am sure it’s not wrong about you. You are the chosen one

Moana: I am not see the door.

Moui: don’t worry it’s a lot father down than it looks

Moana: Maui is fish hook, Upss sorry I though you were a monster but I found your hook and you are right. This tomatoa guy really like his treasure.

Moui: STAY !!

Moana: What? No, I am the one who found.

Moui: Listen for a thousand years o’ve only been thinking of keeping this silly, getting my hook and being awesome again, and it’s not getting sorewed up by a mortal. Who has no bussines inside of a monster cave, expect maybe as bait. You are not selling it.

Moana: this is stupid, I’m just gonna walk up and get it.

Moua: you go up there, he will kill you just stick to the plant oh, when he shows up. Keep him distracted. Make him talk about himself. He loves bragging about how great he is.

Moana: You two must get along swell.

Moui: No, not since I ripped of his leg.

Moana: I am back, it’s Moui time what do you say, little baddy.

Moana: Hey, I got something shimy for you. The fiti heart, you can run from me.

TM: You can run from me. Oh you can, you keep surprising me. There’s only so far you can get or those two little lags. The power of creation for crustacean where? where is it?

Moui: we gotta go he can have it I’ve got a better one

TM: I have it, wait a minute come back here (HELP MAUI)

Moana: we’re alwe.

Moui: listen, I appreciate what you did down there, took guts, Hmmm but I’m sorry I’m trying to be sincere forance, and it feels like you’re distracted.

Moana: No, non, no no away.

Moui: Really, because you’re looking at me like I have. The points is for a little girl, child, thing, whatever, who had no business being down here you did me a solid but you also almost died.

Moui: I could’n ever beat that dumb crab, so chances of beating TeKa. Bumkish we are never making it o te Fiti. This mission is cursed

Moana: it’s not cursed.
Moui: we are dead soon
Moana: can you at least try? All right, break time’s over
Moui: Why are you gonna give me a speech. Tell me I can beat Te Ka cause I am Maui?
Moana: How do you get your tattoos?
Moui: They show up, when I earn them.
Moana: back off, just tell me what it is I said back aff.
Moui: I would back off.
Moana: it is why your hook’s not working. Throw me off yhe book throw me off. You wanna tell me I don’t know what I’m doing. I know I don’t. I have no idea why the ocean choose me you’re right but my island is dying so am I. it just me and you, and I want to help but I can’t if you don’t let me.
Maui: I wasn’t born a demigod. I had human parents. They took one look and decide they did not want me. They threw into the sea, like I was nothing. somehow, I was found by gods. They give me the took. They made me Maui, and back to the humans I went, I gave them Island, fire, coconuts. Anything they could ever want.
Moana: You took the heart for them you did everything for them so they would love you.
Maui: It was never enough.
Moana: Maybe the gods found you for a reason maybe the ocean brough go to them. because it saw someone who was worthy of being saved but the Gods aren’t the over who make you Maui you are.

GO TO THE FITI

Moui: I figure it out, you know the ocean used to love when I pulled up island cause your ancestor would sail her seas and find em. All those water that connected em and if I the ocean I think I would be looking for a curly. Haired not princess, to start that again.
Moana: that is literally the nice things you have ever said to me. Probably should have saved it for Te Fiti.
Moui: I did, moana from Motunui. I believed you have officially delivered moui across the great sea, you are so amazing.

Maui: it’s time
Moana: Go save the word.
Maui: what are you doing
Moana: finding you a better why in ?
Moui: We won’t make it
Moana: Yes we will
Moui: Turn around
Moana: No!
Moui: Moana, stop!
Moana: No! are you okay Maui?
Moui: I told you to turn back.
Moana: I thought we could make it.
Moui: we?
Moana: we can fix all
Moui: it was made by the gods. You can fix it.
Moana: next time we’ll be more careful Te Ka was stuck on the barrier island. It’s lava, it can go in the water. We can find a way around.
Moui: I’m not going back.
Moana: we skill have to restore the heart.
Moui: without my hook, I am nothing.
Moana: That’s not true.
Moui: without may hook I’m nothing (Angry)
Moana: we are only here because you stole the heart in the first place.
Maui: No, we are here because the ocean told you are special, and you believed it.
Moana: I, moana of Motunui, you will board my boat.
Moui: Goodbye moana.
Moana: Sail a cross the sea.
Moui: I’m not killing myself, so you can prove you are something you’re not.
Moana: and restore the heart of Te Fiti the ocean chose me
Moui: it chose wrong
Moana: why did you bring me here. I am not the right person. You have to choose someone else choose someone else, please.
Grandma: You are a long ways past the reef
Moui: Grandma… Granda, I tried grandma. I couldn’t do it.
Grandma: I never should have put so much on your shouldr. It you are ready to go home. I will be with you
Grandma: Why do you hesitate?
Moana: I don’t know. Te Ka can follow us us into in the water we make it past the barrier island. We make iy to the Fiti. No one which you understand, because you are chicken

**FIGHTING WITH TEKA**

Moana: Moui, you are come back? But your hook, one more hit and…
Moui: Te Ka gotta catch me first. I got your back, chosen one. Go save the world
Moana: Maui, thankyou.
Maui: get the heart to the spiral
Moana: I am sorry about your hook
Moui: well, hook? no hook. I am Maui
Moana: You know, it would be rude to refuse a gift from a goddest.
Moui: you are kind gesture is deeply appreciated
Moui: gonna miss u, drumstick
Moana: you could come with us, you know my people are going need a master wayfinder
Maui: they already have on
Moana: see u out there, Moui
Maui: se u out there Moana
Moana: I may have gone a little ways past the reef
Father: it suits you.

THE END
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